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Insights and action to alleviate disadvantage
Towards an Australia where all people and communities thrive
 Support us


SVA launches the Impact at Scale paper
Bringing together insights from over 400 social leaders, the Impact at Scale paper is a uniquely set of Australian perspectives on creating widespread impact.
Learn more about transforming promising ideas into large-scale impact.
 Learn more
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SVA wins AFR Boss Best CSR Innovation
SVA has been awarded Best CSR Innovation and recognised as one of the Australian Financial Review’s Most Innovative not-for-profit organisations.
Find out more about our award-winning initiative, Synergis Fund, making a difference for people with disability.
 Find out more
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We work to influence systems
We understand that disadvantage is often perpetuated by a failing system, and so we seek to influence change at a systems level.
 Case studyOur perspectives
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We learn what works in communities
We work with partners to understand what drives social outcomes at both a local and systems level.
 Case studyOur partners
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We help organisations be more effective
We help our clients and partners to develop clear strategies, find ways to collaborate for greater social impact, and to measure and evaluate the change they are creating.
 SVA Fundamentals for ImpactConsulting services
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We invest in social outcomes
By growing the impact investing market in Australia we enable innovative enterprises and organisations to scale their social impact.


 Case studyInvestment solutions
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We share our perspectives
We are committed to evidence informed practice and two-way knowledge sharing, so that we can learn from the community, and the community can learn from us.
 SVA QuarterlyPolicy perspectives
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We advocate for change
We build relationships with government, and across the sector, to help drive improved social outcomes and influence systemic change.
 Our visionGovernment submissions
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How we do it
  [image: Consulting]
 Consulting
We help social purpose organisations, government, funders and corporates strengthen their ability to alleviate disadvantage.
 Learn more
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 Impact Investing
We invest in organisations and projects that deliver both social and financial returns.
 Learn more
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 Programs and ventures
We convene partnerships to design and scale interventions that respond to the needs of people in crisis, and support prevention.
 Learn more
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 Policy and advocacy
We engage with government and convene networks to build momentum for effective practice.
 Learn more
 


Leadership team
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Suzie Riddell
Chief Executive Officer
   [image: Susie King]
Susie King
Executive Director, Consulting
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Karen Kennedy
Director, Philanthropy and Partnerships
 
 See all peopleJoin the team

Learn more about our work in
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 Education
We believe all children should have equal opportunity to access high quality education.
 Read more
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 Employment
We believe everyone should be able to participate in the community and economy in a way that is fulfilling to them.
 Read more
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 Housing
We are working to ensure there is an adequate supply of stable and affordable housing for all.
 Read more
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 First Nations communities
A reconciled Australia is one in which substantive rights and opportunities are guaranteed for all Australians.
 Read more
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 Disability
Supporting organisations to adapt, anticipate and seize opportunities to do more for people with disability.
 Read more
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 Mental health
Mental health plays a vital role in boosting social inclusion and reducing disadvantage in Australia.
 Read more
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 Early years
Our best chance to change lifelong outcomes for children is to change what happens in early childhood.
 Read more
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 Health
Everyone in Australia should have access to appropriate health services  to sustain their wellbeing.
 Read more
 


Together towards a thriving Australia
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A small selection of our valued clients and partners


Consulting
Australia’s leading not-for-profit consulting team
 Learn more


Impact Investing
Investing to enable people and communities to thrive
 Learn more


Programs and Ventures
Philanthropy to tackle disadvantage across Australia
 Learn more


Learning and insights
Resources and insights to foster social impact
 Learn more
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First Nations peoples should be aware that this website may contain the images, voices or names of people who have passed away.
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 Contact us
Social Ventures Australia acknowledges Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia. We pay our respects to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elders past, present, and emerging. We also accept the invitation in the Uluru Statement from the Heart to walk together with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in a movement of the Australian people for a better future.
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